The role of catecholamine innervation in the medial prefrontal cortex on the regulation of body weight and food intake.
Effects of 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA) lesions in the medial prefrontal cortex with or without protection of norepinephrine (NE) fibers were examined on basic regulatory processes of feeding. Daily body weight, food and water intake were measured. Locomotor activity, ingestion after food or water deprivation, and preference for 5% and 10% glucose solution were examined. Dopamine (DA) and NE content, as well as, tyrosine hydroxylase immunoreactivity were assessed to confirm the neurotoxic effect of treatments. 6-OHDA lesions of the medial prefrontal cortex with or without NE fiber protection resulted in body weight loss. Diminished habituation in open field tests, i.e. a persistently high motor activity, was also observed. Application of 6-OHDA with NE fiber protection led to increased food consumption following food-deprivation and to enhanced glucose preference. Enhanced intake of 10% over 5% glucose solution was also detected. 6-OHDA lesion resulted in a decrease to 20% of NE tissue concentration and only to 75% of DA concentration. In case of lesion with NE protection the NE content decreased to 69% and DA level to 51% with significant loss of tyrosine hydroxylase positive fibers in the deeper layers of the medial prefrontal cortex. DA depletion in the medial prefrontal cortex resulted in increased behavioral responsiveness to hunger and glucose, as well as, to open field environment. Pronounced lesion of NE terminals caused increased reaction to the environment in open field but not to hunger or glucose solution.